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Abstract
Let A1; : : : ; As be nonnegative definite matrices. We prove that there are constants ci ,
1 6 i 6 s, depending on A1; : : : ; As such that for all positive numbers x1; : : : ; xs ,
Ai 6
ci
x2i
0
@I C sX
jD1
xj Aj
1
A
2
; 1 6 i 6 s;
where I represents the identity matrix. The result is applied to statistical inference about mixed
linear models to show the existence of moments of complex estimators including the maxi-
mum likelihood and restricted maximum likelihood estimators of the variance components,
and the empirical best linear unbiased estimators (predictors) of the fixed (random) effects.
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1. Introduction
Let a1; : : : ; as be nonnegative numbers. Then there are constants ci , 1 6 i 6 s,
depending on a1; : : : ; as such that for any positive numbers x1; : : : ; xn,
ai 6
ci
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0
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; 1 6 i 6 s: (1)
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To see this, note that if ai D 0, one may simply take ci D 0; otherwise, we have
x−2i .1 C
Ps
jD1 xjaj /2 > x−2i x2i a2i D c−1i ai , where ci D a−1i . It is known that not
all results regarding nonnegative numbers have their analogues in nonnegative defi-
nite matrices [1]. Therefore, it is natural, but not without caution, to ask the follow-
ing question: suppose A1; : : : ; As are nonnegative definite matrices. Is it true that
there are constants ci , 1 6 i 6 s, depending on A1; : : : ; As such that for all positive
numbers x1; : : : ; xs ,
Ai 6
ci
x2i
0
@I C sX
jD1
xjAj
1
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2
; 1 6 i 6 s; (2)
where I represents the identity matrix? Note that if A1; : : : ; As are commutative, a
simple proof of (2) can be given as follows: Write B D I CPsjD1 xjAj . If we let,
for any nonnegative definite matrix A, M.A/ D maxj j , and Cm.A/ D minj >0 j ,
where the j ’s are the eigenvalues of A, then, by simultaneous orthogonal diagonal-
ization, it is easy to show that
B−1AiB−1 DA1=4i B−1A1=2i B−1A1=4i
DTA1=4i B−1A1=4i U2
(see the definition of A1=4 in Section 2). Thus,
M.B
−1AiB−1/DTM.A1=4i B−1A1=4i /U2
6fM TA1=4i .I C xiAi/−1A1=4i Ug2
6 TCm.Ai/U−1x−2i :
Here we use some of the basic facts listed in Section 2, including (i), (ii), (v) and
(vi), and the fact that the eigenvalues of A1=4i .I C xiAi/−1A1=4i are 1=2j =.1 C xij /,
1 6 j 6 n, where 1; : : : ; n are the eigenvalues of Ai , and n is the dimension of
Ai . Note that

1=2
j =.1 C xij /6x−1i

min
j >0
j
−1=2
:
Also, note that, by (iii) and (iv) of Section 2,
Ai 6 cix−2i B
2 if and only if M.B−1AiB−1/ 6 cix−2i ; (3)
and this does not require the commutativity of the Ai’s. However, this argument does
not apply to the general case.
The motivation of (2) comes from the statistical inference about mixed linear
models. Consider a general mixed linear model [10]
yDX C Z11 C    C Zss C ; (4)
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where y is an N  1 vector of observations, X an N  p known matrix,  a vector
of unknown constants (the fixed effects), Zi a known matrix, i a vector of i.i.d.
random variables with mean 0 and variance  2i , i D 1; : : : ; s (the random effects),
 a vector of i.i.d. random variables with mean 0 and variance  20 (the errors), and
1; : : : ; s;  are independent. Without loss of generality, we assume that X is of full
rank p < N (otherwise, consider reparametrization). Two of the best known methods
of estimating the variance components  2i , 0 6 i 6 s, are the maximum likelihood
(ML) and restricted maximum likelihood (REML). In many applications, people talk
about the mean, variance, mean squared error (MSE), and higher moments of the ML
and REML estimators without concerning about the existence of these moments.
Since the ML and REML estimators are solution to system of nonlinear equations,
which, except in special cases [12], have no closed-form expressions, the existence
of such moments is by no mean obvious. As it turns out, the problem is closely
related to whether (2) holds. Here it is not important what the actual values of the
ci’s are.
Another problem arises in the context of estimating the fixed effects , and pre-
dicting the random effects 1; : : : ; s . A well-known method in this field is called
best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP). See [8] for a wide-ranging account of BLUP
with examples and applications. If the variance components are known, the best lin-
ear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of  and the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP)
of i , 1 6 i 6 s, are given by [11]
Q D .X0V −1X/−1X0V −1y; (5)
Qi D  2i Z0iV −1.y − X Q/; 1 6 i 6 s; (6)
where V D PsiD0  2i ZiZ0i with Z0 D I . However, the variance components are
unknown in practice. It is customary to replace the unknown variance components
in (5) and (6) by their estimators. The resulting two-stage estimators (predictors),
denoted by O and Oi , 1 6 i 6 s, are often referred to as the empirical BLUE
and empirical BLUP [2]. For convenience, we shall call the components of
the empirical BLUE (BLUP) the empirical BLUEs (BLUPs). Of course, O and
O D . Oi/16i6s will no longer be the BLUE and BLUP since they are not even
linear estimators (predictors). However, Kackar and Harville [5] showed that O
and O remain unbiased if the variance components are estimated by nonnegative,
even, and translation-invariant estimators, provided that E O and E O exist. An
estimator O D O.y/ is even if O.−y/ D O.y/ for all y, and is translation-invariant
if O.y − X/ D O.y/ for all y and . Some well-known estimators of the vari-
ance components, including the analysis of variance (ANOVA), ML, and REML
estimators are even and translation-invariant. The later two are also nonnegative.
In deriving their nice result, Kackar and Harville have avoided the problem of
existence of E O and E O. Jiang [4] considered a special case of the mixed model
(4) in which s D 1, and showed that in this case E O and E O do exist as long
as the variance component estimators are nonnegative. However, the technique
used in [4] does not apply to the case s > 1. Therefore, the existence of E O and
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E O when s > 1 is an unsolved problem. The MSE of the empirical BLUP is
another topic of general interest [6]. However, the existence of the MSE of the
empirical BLUP has not been rigorously proved. It is found that these problems
are, again, closely related to the truth of (2).
In Section 3, we prove that (2) is, indeed, true. Based on this result, we give com-
plete answer, in Section 4, to the question of existence of moments of the ML, REML
estimators, and the empirical BLUE, BLUP. Our results are very simple: The pth
(p > 0) moments of the ML and REML estimators are finite, provided that the 2pth
moments of the data are finite; the pth moments of the empirical BLUEs and BLUPs
are finite, provided that the pth moments of the data are finite, and the variance
components estimators are nonnegative. These results hold under no conditions; and
the moment requirements on the data are minimum in both cases. Historically, the
theory of linear statistical inference has benefited greatly from that of linear algebra.
Even so, it is still quite amazing to see how one theorem in matrix algebra solves four
difficult statistical problems, completely and simultaneously. Some notation and pre-
liminary results in matrix algebra are needed. Therefore, we create the next section
for that purpose.
2. Notation and basic facts
Let A and B be matrices. Then A > B (A > B) means that A − B is nonneg-
ative (positive) definite. In particular, A > 0 (A > 0) means that A is nonnegative
(positive) definite. Let M.A/ (m.A/) be the largest (smallest) eigenvalue of A, and
Cm.A/ be the smallest positive eigenvalue of A. Define kAk D TM.A0A/U1=2, and
jAj D Ttr.A0A/U1=2. If v is a vector, then jvj D .v0v/1=2.
We use diag.a1; : : : ; an/ to represent a diagonal matrix with a1; : : : ; an on its di-
agonal. If A > 0, then, by the orthogonal diagonalization, there is an orthogonal ma-
trix T such that A D T diag.1; : : : ; n/T 0, where the j ’s are the eigenvalues of A (n
is the dimension of A). We define, for any real number r, Ar D T diag.r1; : : : ; rn/T 0.
The following are some basic facts regarding nonnegative (positive) definite
matrices, M , m, and k  k. The proofs of most of them are straightforward:
.i/ A > 0 implies A−1 > 0;
.ii/ A > B > 0 implies A−1 6 B−1 [7, p. 311];
.iii/ A > B implies C0AC > C0BC for any matrix C;
.iv/ M.A/ D supjxjD1 x 0Ax, m.A/ D infjxjD1 x 0Ax;
.v/ M.A
2/ D TM.A/U2 if A > 0, and hence kAk D M.A/ if A > 0;
.vi/ A > B implies M.A/ > M.B/;
.vii/ M.AB/ D M.BA/ if either AB > 0 or BA > 0;
.viii/ B 0AB 6 M.A/B 0B and hence M.B 0AB/ 6 M.A/M.B 0B/;
.ix/ M.A−1/ D Tm.A/U−1 if A > 0;
.x/ kA C Bk 6 kAk C kBk and kABk 6 kAk  kBk.
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3. A matrix inequality
Theorem A. Let Ai > 0, 1 6 i 6 s. For any 1 6 i 6 s there is a constant ci
depending on A1; : : : ; As such that for all x1; : : : ; xs > 0,
Ai 6
ci
x2i
0
@I C sX
jD1
xjAj
1
A
2
: (7)
Proof. By (3), it suffices to prove an equivalent version of (7), i.e.,
M
2
64
0
@I C sX
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−1
Ai
0
@I C sX
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−13756 ci
x2i
: (8)
We proceed by induction. Suppose s D 1. If A1 D 0, (8) is obvious. Suppose
A1 =D 0. Let 1; : : : ; n be the eigenvalues of A1. Then the eigenvalues of .I C
x1A1/−1A1.I C x1A1/−1 are l D l=.1 C x1l/2, 1 6 l 6 n. Note that l D 0 if
l D 0, and l 6 −1l x−21 if l > 0. Therefore,
M T.I C x1A1/−1A1.I C x1A1/−1U6 TCm.A1/U−1x−21 :
Suppose that (8) holds for s D k > 1. It suffices to show that
M
2
64
0
@I C kC1X
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−1
A1
0
@I C kC1X
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−13756 c
x21
(9)
for some constant c > 0 and all x1; : : : ; xkC1 > 0. Again, we may assume that A1 =D
0. By the orthogonal diagonalization, there is an orthogonal matrix T such that
A1 DT

D 0
0 0

T 0;
where D D diag.1; : : : ; r /, and 1; : : : ; r are the positive eigenvalues of A1.
Let
Aj DT

Ej Fj
F 0j Gj

T 0; 2 6 j 6 k C 1;
partitioned in the same way as A1. Write EDPkC1jD2 xjEj ; F DPkC1jD2 xjFj ; and GDPkC1
jD2 xjGj . Then we have
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M
2
64
0
@I C kC1X
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−1
A1
0
@I C kC1X
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−1375
D M
"
I C x1D C E F
F 0 I C G
−1 
D 0
0 0

I C x1D C E F
F 0 I C G
−1#
D M

U V
V 0 W

D 0
0 0

U V
V 0 W

D M

UDU UDV
V 0DU V 0DV

;
using (vii) in Section 2 for the first identity, where
U DTI C x1D C E − F.I C G/−1F 0U−1 ;
V D−.I C x1D C E/−1F T.I C G/−1 C .I C G/−1F 0UF.I C G/−1U
(e.g., [9, Theorem 7.1]). On the other hand, it is easy to show, by (iv) of Section 2,
that
M

UDU UDV
V 0DU V 0DV

62TM.UDU/ _ M.V 0DV /U ;
where a _ b D max.a; b/. Thus, we have
M
2
64
0
@I C kC1X
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−1
A1
0
@I C kC1X
jD1
xjAj
1
A
−1375
6 2TM.UDU/ _ M.V 0DV /U: (10)
Since
I C E F
F 0 I C G

D T 0
0
@I C kC1X
jD2
xjAj
1
A T > 0;
by Albert’s theorem [7, p. 309], we have I C E > F.I C G/−1F 0. Thus, I C x1D C
E − F.I C G/−1F 0 > x1D, and hence U < x−11 D−1, using (ii) of Section 2. There-
fore,
M.UDU/6M.D/TM.U/U2
6M.D/Tx−11 M.D−1/U2
D M.D/Tm.D/U2 x
−2
1 ; (11)
using (viii), (v), (vi), and (ix) of Section 2.
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On the other hand, by (x) of Section 2, we have
kV k 6 Tk.I C x1D C E/−1k C k.I C x1D C E/−1Fk
kUk  kF.I C G/−1kUkF.I C G/−1k : (12)
First, by (x) of Section 2, we have
kF.I C G/−1k 6
kC1X
jD2
xjkFj .I C G/−1k: (13)
By Albert’s theorem and similar argument as before, we have for any  > 0 that
I C Gj > F 0j .I C Ej/−1Fj and I C Ej > Fj .I C Gj/−1F 0j . It follows that
F 0jFj DF 0j .I C Ej/−1=2.I C Ej/.I C Ej/−1=2Fj
6 T C M.Ej/UF 0j .I C Ej/−1Fj
<T C M.Ej/U.I C Gj/;
using (viii) of Section 2; and similarly, FjF 0j < T C M.Gj /U.I C Ej/. By the
arbitrariness of , we have
F 0jFj 6 M.Ej /Gj ; (14)
FjF
0
j 6 M.Gj /Ej : (15)
By (14), (iii) and (vi) of Section 2, and the inductive assumption, we have
kFj .I C G/−1k2 DM T.I C G/−1F 0jFj .I C G/−1U
6M.Ej /M
2
4 I C kC1X
lD2
xlGl
!−1
Gj
 
I C
kC1X
lD2
xlGl
!−135
6M.Ej /cjx−2j
for some constant cj > 0. Therefore, by (13), we have
kF.I C G/−1k6
kC1X
jD2
TM.Ej /cj U1=2 : (16)
Next, by a well-known identity [9, Theorem 1.7], we have
.I C E C x1D/−1 D.I C E/−1 − .I C E/−1D1=2
 Tx−11 I C D1=2.I C E/−1D1=2U−1D1=2.I C E/−1 :
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Also, it is easy to verify the following identity:
.I C E/−1D1=2Tx−11 I C D1=2.I C E/−1D1=2U−1D1=2
D D−1TD−1 C x−11 D−1.I C E/D−1U−1:
Therefore, by (x), (ix), (v), (ii), and (vi) of Section 2, we have
k.I C x1D C E/−1Fk
6 f1 C kD−1k  kTD−1 C x−11 D−1.I C E/D−1U−1kgk.I C E/−1Fk
6

1 C M.D/
m.D/

k.I C E/−1Fk: (17)
On the other hand, by (15), the inductive assumption, and similar argument as before,
we have
k.I C E/−1Fjk2 6 M.Gj /djx−2j (18)
for some constant dj > 0. Therefore, by (17), (18), and (x) of Section 2, we have
k.I C x1D C E/−1Fk6

1 C M.D/
m.D/
 kC1X
jD2
TM.Gj /dj U1=2 : (19)
Finally, by (ii), (v), (vi), and (ix) of Section 2, it is easy to show that
k.I C x1D C E/−1k 6 x
−1
1
m.D/
(20)
and, by an earlier argument,
kUk6 x
−1
1
m.D/
: (21)
Combining (12), (16), and (19)–(21), we have
kV k 6
0
@1 C 1 C M.D/
m.D/
8<
:
kC1X
jD2
TM.Ej /cj U1=2
9=
;
8<
:
kC1X
jD2
TM.Gj /dj U1=2
9=
;
1
A

8<
:
kC1X
jD2
TM.Ej /cj U1=2
9=
; x
−1
1
m.D/
: (22)
That (8) holds for s D k C 1 follows from (10), (11), (22), and the fact that, by
(viii) of Section 2, M.V 0DV / 6 M.D/kV k2. 
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4. Statistical application
4.1. The existence of moments of ML and REML estimators
Following [3], we do not assume that the random effects and errors are normally
distributed. The maximum likelihood estimators of the variance components  2 D
. 2i /06i6s , Q 2 D . Q 2i /06i6s , are defined as solution to the ML equations derived un-
der normality, if such a solution exists and belongs to the parameter space H D f 2 V
 20 > 0; 
2
i > 0; 1 6 i 6 sg; otherwise, Q 2 is not well-defined and in this case we
let Q 2 be  2 , a fixed point in H. The ML equations for estimating  2 are equivalent
to the following [10, pp. 236, 451]:
y 0A.A0V A/−1A0ZiZ0iA.A0V A/−1A0yD tr.Z0iV −1Zi/; 0 6 i 6 s; (23)
where V is defined below (6), and A is an N  .N − p/ matrix satisfying
A0X D 0 and rank.A/ D N − p: (24)
Since the ML equations do not depend on the choice of A, we shall assume that
A satisfies A0A D I . Similarly, the REML estimators of the variance components,
O 2 D . O 2i /06i6s , are defined as solution to the REML equations derived under nor-
mality, if such a solution exists and lies in H; otherwise, O 2 is not well-defined and
in this case we let O 2 be  2 . The REML equations are equivalent to the following
[10, pp. 251, 451]:
y 0A.A0V A/−1A0ZiZ0iA.A0V A/−1A0y
D trTZ0iA.A0V A/−1A0ZiU; 0 6 i 6 s: (25)
When applying the ML or REML method, we assume, without loss of generality, that
A0Zi =D 0, i D 1; : : : ; s (since otherwise, the variance components are not estimable
by these methods).
Theorem 1. The pth moments .p > 0/ of the ML estimators; Q 2i ; 0 6 i 6 s; arefinite; provided that the 2pth moments of yi; 1 6 i 6 N; are finite.
Proof. Suppose  2 D . 2i /06i6s satisfies (23) and belongs to H. Since
A0V A D
sX
iD0
 2i A
0ZiZ0iA (26)
by taking the sum of the Eq. (23) over 0 6 i 6 s, we have
y 0A.A0V A/−1A0yD
sX
iD0
 2i y
0A.A0V A/−1A0ZiZ0iA.A0V A/−1A0y
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D
sX
iD0
 2i tr.V
−1ZiZ0i /
D tr
 
V −1
sX
iD0
 2i ZiZ
0
i
!
D N: (27)
By (26), we have A0V A D  20 V .A; γ /, where γ D .γi/16i6s with γi D  2i = 20 , and
V .A; γ / D I CPsiD1 γiA0ZiZ0iA. Thus, by (27) and (ii), (viii) of Section 2, we have
 20 D N−1y 0AV .A; γ /−1A0y 6 N−1y 0AA0y 6 N−1jyj2: (28)
Note that M.AA0/ D M.A0A/ D 1.
Suppose max16j6s  2j D  2i . If  2i <  20 , then, by (28),  2i 6 N−1jyj2. Suppose
 2i >  20 . Then γi D  2i = 20 > 1. Note that the ith equation in (23) is equivalent to
y 0AV .A; γ /−1A0ZiZ0iAV .A; γ /−1A0yD 20 tr.Z0iV −1γ Zi/ (29)
with Vγ D I CPsjD1 γjZjZ0j 6 γiI CPsjD1 γiZjZ0j D γiV1; which implies
tr.Z0iV −1γ Zi/>γ −1i tr.ZiV
−1
1 Zi/ : (30)
On the other hand, by (viii) of Section 2, Theorem A, and (3), we have
y 0AV .A; γ /−1A0ZiZ0iAV .A; γ /−1A0y
6 M
2
64
0
@I C sX
jD1
γjA
0ZjZ0jA
1
A
−1
A0ZiZ0iA
0
@I C sX
jD1
γjA
0ZjZ0jA
1
A
−1375 y 0AA0y 6 ciγ −2i jyj2 (31)
for some constant ci > 0. Combining (29)–(31), we have  2i D  20 γi
6 ci Ttr.Z0iV −11 Zi/U−1jyj2. Note that
tr.Z0iV
−1
1 Zi/ >
jZi j2
1 CPsjD1 kZjk2 > 0:
Therefore, we have
max
16j6s
 2j 6 .N−1 _ K/jyj2 (32)
with K D max16i6s ciTtr.Z0iV −11 Zi/U−1.
Combining (28) and (32), we conclude the following: if  2 satisfies (23) and
belongs to H, then
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max
06i6s
 2i 6.N−1 _ K/jyj2 :
It follows, by the definition of Q 2 D . Q 2i /06i6s , that
max
06i6s
Q 2i 6 max06i6s 
2i C .N−1 _ K/jyj2 :
The result then follows. 
Theorem 2. The pth moments .p > 0/ of the REML estimators; O 2i ; 0 6 i 6 s; arefinite; provided that the 2pth moments of yi; 1 6 i 6 N; are finite.
The proof of Theorem 2 is very similar to that of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Suppose the yi’s are normally distributed. Then; any moments of the
ML or REML estimators exist.
The next observation comes from the proof of Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. The ML or REML estimators are bounded by quadratic functions of
the data.
4.2. The existence of moments of the empirical BLUE and BLUP
Let P D I − X.X0X/−1X0, Z D .Z1; : : : ; Zs/, and C be the block-diagonal ma-
trix with γ1Im1 ; : : : ; γsIms on its diagonal, where mi is the dimension of i , and Ik
represents the k-dimensional identity matrix. The proof of the main results in this
section requires the following matrix identity.
Lemma 1. For all  2 2 H;
.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1 D.X0X/−1X0TI − ZCZ0P.I C PZCZ0P/−1U ; (33)
where γi D  2i = 20 ; 1 6 i 6 s.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that γi > 0, 1 6 i 6 s. Let Q D C−1 C
Z0Z, R D C−1 C Z0PZ. Then, since V D  20 Vγ and Vγ D I C ZCZ0, by repeatedly
applying a matrix identity [9, Theorem 1.7], we have
.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1
D .X0V −1γ X/−1X0V −1γ
D .X0X − X0ZQ−1Z0X/−1X0.I − ZQ−1Z0/
D T.X0X/−1 C .X0X/−1X0ZR−1Z0X.X0X/−1UX0.I − ZQ−1Z0/
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D .X0X/−1X0TI C ZR−1Z0.I − P/U.I − ZQ−1Z0/
D .X0X/−1X0TI C ZR−1Z0.I − P/ − ZQ−1Z0 − ZR−1.Q − R/Q−1Z0U
D .X0X/−1X0.I − ZR−1Z0P/
D .X0X/−1X0fI − ZTC − CZ0P.I C PZCZ0P/−1PZCUZ0P g
D .X0X/−1X0TI −ZCZ0P CZCZ0P.I CPZCZ0P/−1.I CPZCZ0P −I/U
D .X0X/−1X0TI − ZCZ0P.I C PZCZ0P/−1U:
Note that P 2 D P . 
Theorem 3. The pth moments .p > 0/ of the empirical BLUEs are finite; provided
that the pth moments of yi; 1 6 i 6 N , are finite; and the variance components
estimators are nonnegative.
Proof. By Lemma 1 and (x), (ix) of Section 2, we have, for  2 2 H,
k.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1k
6 k.X0X/−1X0k
2
641 C
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
 
sX
iD1
γiZiZ
0
iP
!0@I C sX
jD1
γjPZjZ
0
jP
1
A
−1∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
3
75
6 −1=2m .X0X/
2
641 C X
γi>0
γikZik
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Z
0
iP
0
@I C X
γj >0
γjPZjZ
0
jP
1
A
−1∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
3
75 :
(34)
On the other hand, by Theorem A and (3), we have, for γi > 0, that∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Z
0
iP
0
@I C X
γj >0
γjPZjZ
0
jP
1
A
−1∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
D M
2
64
0
@I C X
γj >0
γjPZjZ
0
jP
1
A
−1
 PZiZ0iP
0
@I C X
γj>0
γjPZjZ
0
jP
1
A
−1375 6 ciγ −2i (35)
for some constant ci > 0.
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Combining (34) and (35), we have, for all  2 2 H,
k.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1k 6 −1=2m .X0X/
"
1 C
sX
iD1
kZikc1=2i
#
: (36)
The result then follows. 
Theorem 4. The pth moments .p > 0/ of the empirical BLUPs are finite; provided
that the pth moments of yi; 1 6 i 6 N; are finite; and the variance components
estimators are nonnegative.
Proof. First, we note that the right-hand side of (6) is equal to γiZ0iV −1γ TI − X
.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1Uy. Suppose γi > 0. Then, by Theorem A and (3), we have
kZ0iV −1γ k2 D M
2
64
0
@I C X
γj >0
γjZjZ
0
j
1
A
−1
ZiZ0i
0
@I C X
γj >0
γjZjZ
0
j
1
A
−1375 6 diγ −2i (37)
for some constant di > 0. Therefore, by (x) of Section 2, (36) and (37), we have
kγiZiV −1γ .I − X.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1/k
6 γikZ0iV −1γ kT1 C kXk  k.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1kU
6 d1=2i
(
1 C

M.X
0X/
m.X0X/
1=2 
1 C
sX
iD1
kZikc1=2i
!)
for all  2 2 H. The result thus follows. 
From the proofs of the above theorems, we observe the following.
Corollary 3. Let B0. 2/ D .X0V −1X/−1X0V −1; and Bi. 2/ D  2i Z0iV −1TI − X
.X0V −1X/−1X0V −1U; 1 6 i 6 s. Then; the operators Bi. 2/; 0 6 i 6 s; are uni-
formly bounded for  2 2 H.
Since the definition of a mixed linear model implies that the first two moments of
the data exist, we have the following consequence of the above theorems, which gives
complete answer to questions raised in the second to last paragraph of Section 1.
Corollary 4. E O; E O; MSE. O/; and MSE. O/ exist as long as the variance compo-
nents estimators are nonnegative.
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Concluding remark. It can be shown by example that the nonnegativity assumption
about the variance components estimators in Theorems 3 and 4 cannot be dropped
(see [4]).
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